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THEM!
SATURDAY
Hatonn to commune first this
day and then we shall turn the
forum over to Sananda.
We
have stirred interest in the
money exchange plans and I
would like to give SM a bit
more insight for he has inquired
with great interest in behalf of
those who query him.
CURRENCY EXCHANGE
Firstly, let me say it will be
difficult, from here forward, to
understand that which “they”
choose to do in regards to your
The decisions are
economy.
and
made on “contingency”
“surrogate” alternatives--i.e. if
“this” goes awry, then we will
de- 4hat”.
Now, the point is,
WHO makes the final decisions?
The Bilderberg group who is
meeting at this very instant
(basically around the clock) in
Baden-Baden, Germany. Yes, I
said “Germany” and that has
more significance than you can
possibly imagine.
This is the
very group who is closing down
your planet and is in the process
of possessing the entirety of all
nations through foreclosure proceedings. By the way, the force
used to bring all into line runs
from UN police force to global
nuclear attack--ON YOU-THEPEOPLE!
THERE IS NO
AMONG
CONSCIENCE

93581.
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The deals were cut and the
procedures finalized in the reCommission
Trilateral
cent
meeting but the final word and
edicts of proceedings will be
forthcoming from this Bilderberg group underway.
Since the World Bosses meet secretly and keep everyone in the
dark as to where, etc., I think it
would be entertaining to simply
tell the world all of it. They are
at the Schlosshotel Buehlerhoehe, Scharzwaldhochstrasse in
Baden-Baden,
Sand,
near
The really elite
Germany.
Bilderbergers are also staying
Lesser participants are
there.
staying at the Badischer Hof
which is also quite near BadenBaden. How foolish they are
for, again, just about everyone
knows where and how except
the stupid fringe players like
Dan Quayle and John Sununu
who were flown in under
pledges of secrecy for a special
meeting so members are being
flown into Frankfurt and some
to Strasbourg to be shuttled to
Baden-Baden .
But this time you may get more
from this meeting than the elite
wish you to have for the Europeans are getting fed up and the
journalists are not so controlled.
Who is at that meeting? Well,
with
let’s
begin
Henry
.
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Kissinger, then David Rockethe Rothschilds of
feller,
Britain and Europe, many recent
heads of state and high officials
of the U.S., Canada and Europe. Ones to watch are powerful politicians who are simply
scheduled to attend; i.e., Senate
Finance Committee Chairman
from the U.S., Lloyd Bentsen
from Texas and House Speaker
from the U.S., Tom Foley.
The Americans are indeed “coy”
for when asked if they were
going to attend they refused to
respond on the basis of “national
security ” . How so? A private
Banking cartel manages YOUR
You had
“national security”?
better get with the program,
precious Americans.
Don’t, further, be fooled by the
smiling face of Bush at the distracting military celebrations of
this weekend--what you sees
ain’t what youze gets!
The Bilderberg group has a most
ambitious agenda which was
given for servicing to the prior
meeting of the Trilats. Now the
final decisions are being made
by the ruling faction.
Let us look at what will be included:
f
a
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Remember, the Trilateralists called
for a lo-cent/barrel tax to be
imposed by the United Nations.

“,

17
*

a de
jure,

ARE IN SERIOUS TROUBLE!
Note that the power centers of
both Bilderberg and the Trilateral Commission have overlapping leadership, with David
Rockefeller and Henry Kissinger
among the leaders of both--so
this MUST be your most important clue.
You must also KNOW that ones
like Sununu and Quayle, (and
Bush) are fringe elements (at
least the Bush YOU see). The
“inner” circle, surrounding the
Rockefellers and Rothschilds are
always present and set up the
meetings.
The fringe persons
must wait for summon_s, _~The
purpose of summoning Quayle
and Sununu to last year’s gathering was to SHUT THEM UP!
Both had been expressing reluctance to rush billions of
American tax dollars into a
global environmental campaign
without more study.
The
Trilateralists and Bilderbergers
had called for such expenditures
as a means of offsetting reduced
profits in defense projects as the
Cold War ended. They will not
make such a mistake a second
time.
Quayle has been the right hand
of Bush in continuation of the
drug deals established while
Bush was V.P. He was hand
picked in spite of all political
objections for that very purpose.

de facto,
Now shudder, for among the
will
be
“fringe”
elements
Katharine Graham, chairwoman
of the
and
officials of the New
and
magazine.

Now, chelas, you must recognize something: Since the roles
of Kissinger and David Rockefeller are filled with duplicates,
what are you dealing with in
this cartel?
Obviously--the
Rothschild empire which is now
being pulled back into public association within Germany--YOU

But, chelas, don’t spend time
worrying about little fringe participants being neglected--YOU-
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Oh yes, and
by the way, I hope that you
ones will also be helpful in assisting with expenses for the
“moles” your compatriots place
inside those meetings! Just keep
getting the JOURNALS and EXand support the other
patriot groups and publications-you are not beaten, brothers, if
you get the public informed!!!!!
BACK TO CURRENCY
EXCHANGE
At this Bilderberg group meeting it is being decided when is
the most propitious time to
change out your currency so as
to keep the most of your money
in their system. You can watch
the news and see that you are
being sucked deliberately into
the market. At the same time
the price of precious metals are
creeping up which indicates that
the inside group is “buying”-however, since the plans are to
confiscate and render bullion illegal, the gold is an “iffy” thing
if simply “held”. Any you purchase outright should be in a
form which can later be bartered
and tucked away in a “only you
know where, place”. ,
I don’t know how to answer
your inquirers, SM, other than
to say that we have established a
program wherein money is utilized by the Institute (on a loan
basis with legal documentation
of same) and the money loaned
goes to the purchase of gold
which is then deposited as
collateral against which loans
(in a cartel bank for the collateral of gold will probably not be
confiscated
from their own
banks--at least not early on) are
taken to operate the Institute.
Now, when (and it is expected
to happen) the price of gold
doubles, it will be sold, the
loans paid and the remainder
#12

will be returned to the lender.
So what is to prevent the nice
sticky fingers from stealing the
loan funds and etc.? Nothing-EXCEPT--some of the most important industry planned is in
conjunction with some very fine
persons who also happen to be
close personal friends of your
President and he likes them well
enough to fly them in his private
military aircraft in to his parties,
etc. Do they understand this
proposal? OF COURSE NOT!
How fang did it take YOU to
believe your government was
out to destroy you? Could you
possibly believe that a friend
would believe this information?
NEVER
UNDERESTIMATE
THE MYSTERIOUS WAYS IN
WHICH
GOD PERFORMS
HIS WONDERS.
I will say, however, that no
MAN is safe in this heinous
system of planned deception and
destruction--I
can speculate,
however, that what we have arranged is about the ONLY relatively safe place to have your
assets “held” and possibly come
out with something on the other
end. If the Institute gets large,
it will be split into numerous
corporations.
Further, our advice to you all, again, is get
incorporated in Nevada--LAST
WEEK!
You will be able to
shift assets into a small, or several small, corporations which
will give you some pretty good
protection, especially until we
see what will come next and allow for the making of other alternate maneuvers as we move
along. I believe with the added
assistance of Cort, we can handle the load and I “believe”, if
we act most quickly, the gold
can be obtained to cover the
loans.
Now, for you business men who
are going to say this can’t be
done--forget the argument--it
has and is being done but the ar-

rangements were laid last year
and you are not going to be able
to pull it off overnight. When
we told you to get prepared, we
meant it.
For you who think there are
perfect answers and believe you
can “clean-up”, I suggest you
rethink intent.
God returns
abundance to those who participate with His cause--if you stay
in bed with the Beast, expect to
be devoured. The Beast plans
to eat you at any rate--there is
only the possibility of hedging
your chances and retaining
some, and perhaps more than,
your assets. They will try to
figure a way to take it all, but
the hope is that they also need
production of some kind and
what we have structured to be
built and operated is product
necessary for moving through
the times of depression, etc.
That is low-cost but totally
durable housing, food production by aquatic and soil/moisture
optimum methods of growth,
motion picture/TV
complex,
etc., etc., etc. We have covered a lot of bases and the industries funded through other
resources, i.e. typical methods,
will be for the industries least
costly if vandalized or foreGod will give you
closed.
“how” if you but petition in sincere truth and willingness to
listen and act in proper cause.
Do not expect God to further
evil, greed and self-ego aggrandizement for you are in the time
of evil rule and chaos and we
are only interested in your soul
intent.
However, money is
nothing--it is simply a “thing”
and knows no good nor bad, so
think not that God cannot use
the money from the good and
the bad to further the Kingdom
in its Coming.
You had best
stop separating “God” from
“You” for God will be where
YOU are.
.
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FREE TRADE PACT
As I have said, much rests on
the ongoing agreement as proposed. It is on the so-called fast
track authority. This is a power
provided the president since
1974 by Congress which gives
him the sole dominion to negotiate trade agreements. Despite
the Constitution, under the fast
track rule Congress

Yes indeedy,
brothers--you are squashed between the rock and the crushing
boulder!
It matters not what is voted by
Congress at this time for Bush
has promised that his trade pact
with Mexico will come before
Congress within six months, and
at that time legislators will have
the opportunity to scrap what
certainly will be an agreement
harmful to U.S. consumers,
workers, taxpayers and Mexico
as well.
The issue is not
whether or not you negotiate
trade agreements, the issue is
only HOW you are going to negotiate trade agreements and in
whose interests you are going to
negotiate those trade< agreements. The Bilderbergers will
decide this weekend--this day,
the 8th day of June, f 991 in
Baden-Baden, Germany.
SOVIET UNION
Will the Soviet Union come into
the fold? It is iffy at best and
the important point is how it
give
up
refuse
to
may
sovereignty of Russia. If Russia
chooses to retain sovereignty
THERE WItiL BE A MASSIVE
NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST! SO
BE IT.
You had better be
rereading
your
SURVIVAL
JOURNAL for, as Russia “acts
UP”7 the first strike from the
U.S. against Russia is very
#12

much “on” as a probability--to
bring her under control.
The
Banksters mean business, patriots, and they will spare no
method to attain that which they
are after--the world.
Dharma, I do not want you at
the POA meeting; we have
enough problems without attending more controversy and
fiasco. Thank you. Please take
this from the machine and allow
it to be forwarded ASAP to SM
and George.
I will move to stand-by and we
will resume writing at your earliest convenience.
(For the convenience of readers,
both gold and corporation
transactions are being handled
by E J Ekker and Cort Christie
at 805 822-0601, Fax 805 8220972, 21512, mail to Box 986,
Tehachapi, Ca. 93581.)
#2
Hatonn returned at the request
of E.J. Since this man is already burdened with a work
load which allows for practically
no rest, I needed to converse
with him for he will have to absorb the burden of incoming inquiries and arrangements.
He
has stated that he is most willing
to serve so we will have included, in this document, his
contact information regarding
the measures we have listed
prior.
FREE TRADE
INFORMATION
I ask that if there is room at the
end of this document, please
simply cut and paste the list of
Representatives and Senators to
contact to impact that agreement. It is up to you, now,
America.
Where can you go from there?
Well, you can stay tuned and we

will give you all the information
regarding the newly formed
“Populist” Party--old as the hills
but thoroughly buried. You are
so limited as to alternatives in
your political system that your
only possibility is to pull out
and demand formation of a new
format. The services are being
formed through Liberty Lobby,
and the Populist Action Committee is now operable. I do not
have time nor space herein to
cover it all but you can obtain
information
through
Liberty
Lobby, 300 Independence Ave.
SE, Washington, D.C. 20003.
To keep our work intact as to
our own intent, we only give
forth the information, for our
thrust is not within your political systems--we are only sent to
bring the Truth of God, as
Hosts--not to be activists and
pull down anything for that
must not be our purpose--that
would represent intervention and
that is not acceptable.
The following summarizes the populist
philosophy on the key issues of
the day. The glossary analyzes
the populist perspective and lays
forth the basis of populist
thought, comparing and contrasting populism with “con-servatism” and “liberalism”, the
latter two more often being alike
than unlike.
This glossary,
which is taken from the appendix of “Profiles in Populism”, the standard reference
work on the history of populism
in the United States, demonstrates that the philosophy behind populism is truly unique.
GLOSSARY ANALYSIS
Herein I think it important to
write an analysis of that which
terms actually mean as regards
the “Populist Thought”.
It is
urgent and of utmost importance
that you study this carefully and
acknowledge
the tremendous
impact which can be made if
you turn back into adoption of
Truth and Constitutional law-.
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listed not according to importance but, for practical purpose,
alphabetically.
These are practical definitions and not those
which will be found in the
dictionary. For instance, early
in your history “free enterprise”
and “capitalism” were synonymous terms--no longer; it is just
another misuse to delude youthe-people.
The economic
system of democracy but often
found in some form in military
dictatorships.
A degenerate
form of free enterprise.
The
means of production, money,
banking and the political process
are controlled by a small group
of oligopolist/monopolist
capitalists for their own personal
gain. Basically hostile to nationalism.
Constant expansion
through war, imperialism or
tax-financed pyramid building
required to feed the constantly
growing interest burden. Inflation is inherent in the system.
Capitalism is incompatible with
widespread competition in the
economic, intellectual or political spheres. Because of the interest incentive and its common
foundations with Marxism of
equalism and monopoly, capitalism inevitably degenerates to
crisis and Marxism. ,The word
was coined by Karl Marx and
ever since then has been defended by conservative and libertarian intellectuals.
An amalgam
of philosophical delusion (Marx)
and ruthless political aggression
and population control (Lenin).
A perfect society will result by
the enforced equality of people
(destruction of the superior) and
the suppression of free enterprise (called capitalism) because
free enterprise implies inequality
of human gifts. The communist
deceit of naming free enterprise
“capitalism” is copied by capitalist (conservative and libertarian) intellectuals in order to hold
#12
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up capitalism as the champion
of anti-communism
whereas
capitalism is really the symbiotic partner and bedmate of
Basically, comcommunism.
munism is nothing but a social
system
of all
competition
forcibly removed except the
competition to control the system. Internationalist in theory,
communism is nationalist in
practice. Totalitarian and monopolistic--the two words are
synonymous.
While
theoretically favoring less government and opposing socialism
the average conservative supports all essentials of capitalism
and therefore the very fundamentals which inevitably produce socialism.
Conservatives
are misled by their leaders into
supporting big business, free
trade and internationalism, including military intervention in
useless wars. Unclear or contradictory in many areas, conservatism is distinctly liberal in
others and diligently avoids
controversy in regard to Zionism, race, money, banking and
Trilateralism.
Human progress
and individual contentment rests
on the stability of a sound culture geared to the traditional
mores of the society. Thus, destroying or seriously injuring a
racial or national culture is a
crime against the injured people.
Culture “lives” from generation
to generation, either growing in
refinement and potential due to
isolation or regressing because
of culture distortion.
Intemationalism seeks to destroy all
human individuality and national
cultures, replacing them with a
formless,
pornographic
cacophony of junk and filth, such
as “modern art”, the obscene
noise which is described as
“music” by the press and similar
international barbarities.
No
people can be free when their

culture is under attack; thus the
destruction of all national cultures is an essential part of the
communist/capitalist/Zionist
conspiracy to destroy all middleclass values, concurrently reducing it to slavery.
Usually the
capitalist political system although varieties of capitalism
are found in anti-communist
military dictatorships.
It is
controlled by capitalist ownership and/or control of the media, grants from tax-free foundations, contributions and favorable press coverage for favored
political candidates. Wide franchise to vote is given to the
people to make them easier to
control by making them think
that “the people” are responsible
for the inevitable distortions and
negative consequences of the
policies the super-rich mattoids
impose in order to serve their
selfish interests.
Democracy
separates authority from responsibility, thus making it virtually
impossible for the voters to reform the system. Those in authority (the mattoids) have no
responsibility.
Those responsible (the politicians) have no authority except that which is lent
to them by their controllers.

To be
worthy of the name, it must be
conducted only from the standpoint of national interest, not
the interest of minority, specialinterest pressure groups. In foreign policy, the issue is between
nationalism vs internationalism,
not “conservatism vs liberalism”
as “conservative leaders” pretend to believe.
There is no
such thing as a “conservative”
foreign policy or a “liberal” foreign policy.
Mislabeling foreign
policy
issues
as
“conservative” or “liberal” hides
the real issues and contributes to
the confusion in the area of for.’
.
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eign policy desired by the mattoid capitalists, making it easy
for them to attain their selfish
objectives without exposure.
nomic intercourse free of govinterference
except
ernment
when it tends toward monopoly,
when law is used to re-establish
Except for regucompetition.
lated public utilities, no business
is permitted to dominate the
Protection by tariff
market.
from foreign invasion of domestic markets with low price
manufactured goods and protection by strict immigration laws
from invasion of low-cost labor
is an essential part of the sysAbsentee ownership of
tem.
farms prohibited; farms kept in
the hands of families, even if
“inefficient” by capitalist stanPeople, not profits,
dards.
come first.
The elimination of all restrictions on the
flow of goods and services,
including capital and labor,
national
boundaries.
across
Free trade requires the overriding of all restrictive immigration
laws as well as any other laws
affecting national sovereignty.
Free trade thus requires the destruction of the Constitution and
your system of government. No
apologist for free trade can logically dispute this unavoidable
fact; they all try to ignore it.
The profiteers from free trade
are the same international banks
which lead the drive for an international economy.
Marx
supported free trade because
“free trade hastens the revolution”.
Under capMism the press is
free to say anything EXCEPT
that which runs against the interest of the advertisers or the
monopolists.
Maximum freedom of speech is given to the
communists, Zionists, pomog#12

raphers, dope apologists and
other criminals and culture distorters but a press blackout is
enforced against competition
from populist and nationalist
ideas. Thus, the meaning of the
First Amendment is inverted
from being a constructive to a
destructive force.
Populists
would suppress promotion of
crime and culture distortion but
permit the fullest expression of
political ideas.
GUN
For obvious
reasons, communists and capitalists wish to establish a
worldwide monopoly over all
arms and armaments. Populists
believe in the ancient theory that
each man is free only to the extent that he can protect himself
and his own property from
criminals who seek to take his
freedom or his property. Populists know that if the monopolists succeed in taking their guns
the fight for freedom will be
lost.
Along
with drugs, the rampant epidemic of this social disease has
been deliberately an: expertly
Marxpromoted
by
ist/Capitalist Establishment in
order to weaken and destroy
western nations by perverting
and destroying the youth. The
pervasive prevalence of homosexuality and drugs is but part
of the overall genocidal war
against your people and explains
Establishment efforts to lower
the birth rate of all White nations and fill them up with ignorant and pliable immigrants
from alien cultures. The point
is to further destroy those unsuspecting ones through disease and
riot. Homosexuality should no
more be condoned than should
the use of heroin or other minddrugs.
and
soul-destroying
recognize
a
rePopulists
sponsibility to fight it exactly as
they fight all anti-social and
criminal behavior because pop-

ulists and nationalists are opposed to anything which weakens your nation and threatens
your future.
INCOME
The indispensable money tree for capitalism,
Marxism and Zionism, and created, perpetuated and endorsed
by them.
Paid almost exclusively by the white, productive
middle class.
The super-rich
mattoids pay no (or very little)
income tax, as do not the indolent poor. The income tax is a
conduit to funnel the substance
of the taxpayers into the pockets
of the ruling class. Without the
income tax to pay the bills for
corrupt capitalist schemes and to
buy the votes of the poor, the
capitalist system could not survive; nor could internationalism,
communism and Zionism. The
income tax is used to intimidate
and shear the middle class while
preparing them for expropriation and full-fledged communism.
It isr promoted by the
Establishment
capitalist
(including socialist labor bosses
liberals)
as
being
and
“progressive”, whereas it is the
most regressive sort of tax--the
burden falling not on those most
able to pay but on the middle
class. The income tax, the Federal Reserve and the first
“world” war were products of
the Wilson administration. The
tax was and is required to pay
the bankers the interests on the
bonds needed to finance that
war--and all subsequent ones.
A synonym for
Interest is the main
usury.
cause of inflation, as the creation of money is essential to
pay the bankers for the imaginary loans which they create out
of thin air. Compound interest
over a period of time is impossible: One cent lent at 6 percent
compound interest at the time of
the birth of Christ would today
be equal to a ball of gold far
larger than the Earth. Thus, a
6
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society based on interest and
compound interest

Interest and
compound interest guarantee the
collapse of capitalism. A proof
that Marxism is a fraud is that it
does not deal with the problem
of interest.
Runs
from
“left” advocacy of total anarchy
The
to “right” conservatism.
one common denominator of all
libertarians is the support of free
trade, the essential prop of interLibertarinational capitalism.
anism is not a viable political
philosophy because it is as
unworkable as communism, and
can only be accurately described
as a secular religion. As with
the faithful of all religions,
hardly two libertarians agree
with each other on all doctrinal
points.

A criminal of high
Mattoids often
intelligence.
gravitate into international banking or politics.
For business
reasons, mattoids must pose as
liberals and humanitarians although they are completely
without conscience, feel no relationship with other humans
ruthless.
and
are
utterly
Subconsciously, a mattoid seeks
to elevate himself to total power
by destroying society; these two
contradictory instincts are what
gives the mattoid his character
of being the greatest danger any
society faces. Mattoidism is a
heritable genetic disorder. Examples of mattoids: Meyer Lansky, David Rockefeller, Josef
Stalin, Henry Kissinger, George
Bush and all Bush boys, GorElizabeth,
bachev, Thatcher,
etc.
#12

Non-intervention in wars between other
states. Requires the ability to
reason that there are at least
three sides (not two) in every
international quarrel: the sides
of the two belligerents and the
American side. The mature realization that American interests
are not served--although the interests of international bankers,
Zionists and communists may
be--by intervention in the quarrels of others.
The mature
premise that most international
disputes work themselves out
long before they can concern
your national interests. In retrospect it is indisputable that
American intervention in foreign quarrels has made world
conditions incomparably worse
than they would have been if
you had remained aloof and rejected foreign efforts to involve
you.
Your intervention in
world quarrels has only aggravated them and produced possibly insoluble problems at
home. Neutrality and nonintervention are consistent only with
nationalism. Intervention, war,
debt, spending, Marxism and
pacifism are consistent only
with internationalism.
Otherworldly belief that refusal to defend one’s
self and one’s country with
force will bring peace.
Has
nothing in common with armed
neutrality.
Pacifism is promoted by Marxism-Leninism to
disarm enemies. Pacifism and
Marxism almost always are financed by capitalists through
tax-exempt
foundations
or
churches underwritten by their
tax-deductible contributions.
Rule by the majority of electors for the benefit
of all, not for the benefit of
minority special-interest pressure groups.
Government by
the producers and taxpayers of
society, not by the super-rich,
tax-free exploiters or the tax-

eating, indolent parasites of
powerful organized minorities.
Public control over the issuance
of money. Nationalism in foreign affairs. Heavy taxation of
the super-rich to reduce their
corrupt and perverse influence.
Government policy to secure
and protect free enterprise and
property rights by discouraging
monopol and “bigness” except
for
iid public utilities. A
protective tariff to equalize costs
at the water’s edge and strict
immigration laws.
Control
of import of goods competitive
with domestic
products
to
equalize costs at the water’s
edge through the use of tariffs.
Protectionism preserves domestic competition and protects labor and industry, resulting in
balanced and organic national
economic growth.
Protectionism tends to lower taxes for
three reasons: 1. Tariffs provide
revenue for the government (as
the Constitution specifies); 2.
Tariffs lower unemployment,
thus lessening the demand for
government unemployment benefits and welfare and 3. Tariffs
broaden and strengthen the
economy, thus spreading the tax
burden. By keeping money inside the national economy,
protectionism
eliminates
the
need for new money except that
required to keep pace with production of a growing economy,
thus lowering inflation and creating a mighty multiplier effect
as money circulates inside the
country instead of disappearing
overseas. Money bleeding overseas results in a shortage of the
circulating medium, the recipe
for recession. And whereas free
trade brings foreign ownership
of land, businesses and buildings and results in unhealthy
political influence for foreigners , protectionism
preserves
American
sovereignty
and
Constitutional
government.
Protectionism is also a force for
a ‘>
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peace because it eliminates the
need to meddle in the affairs of
other governments--a prime requirement for a policy of free
trade. In the long run, only the
international
bankers
and
subversive political forces profit
from free trade.
America is (was)
a republic, not a democracy. At
least, it was planned that way by
the great men who founded your
country. Populism and republicanism both seek to place political power in the hands of the
producers and taxpayers--not in
the democratic hands of mattoid
capitalists and their hired minority chieftains. The great republicans--Washington,
Jefferson, Franklin, Madison--to
name a few--must also be described as populists within the
context of the pre-industrial
revolution eighteenth century.
Hamilton--tool of the bankers-was neither a republican nor a
populist. Do not EVER ERR in
thinking that “REPUBLICAN”
means republican.

They’re different.
Women bear children; men do
not.
This is but, one of
innumerable
and ineradicable
physical, psychological, mental
differences.
Nothing more
clearly reflects the terminal insanity of contemporary American democracy than the Marxist/Capitalist delusion that the
state can (through ERA) eradicate the natural differences between the two sexes, or that
girls can serve in combat roles
in the armed forces. In a sane
society, women are not expected
to behave like men or to do the
work of men, and vice versa.
Legally, women already have
more rights than do men, and
that is the way populists intend
to keep it.
#12

A
secular
conspiratorial
scheme overtly
aimed at ingathering the “Jews”
of the world to “Israel” but in
reality a world political engine
of massive power which, allied
with the power of the supercapitalists, effectively controls all
aspects of western political,
intellectual, religious and culZionism overlaps
tural life.
substantially into both capitalism
and communism.
Without
Zionist support, neither capitalism nor communism could survive.
Zionism is strongly

Central American canal using
atomic explosions--SOON--and
the
666
- An explanation of Creation, etc., etc.

We continually receive
hone
calls from those of ou wRo are
feeling isolated in titeir particular area of the country. If you
are interested in meeting others
in your region who share in the
Phoenix
material,
write to
America West giving us permission to network and we will
connect you with others.

”
********

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Hatonn gives us much more
information on a large number
of topics in this JOURNAL and
again he keeps us updated with
the
about the latest
news.
He includes many interesting
comments about spaceships including certain specific frequencies pertaining to them and specific manifestations at certain
areas of the earth grid system.
Descriptions of their exterior
and interiors are also given.
Some of the other topics he covers are: The importance of the
new Challenger shuttle replacement - Robotoids, Synthetics
and Neutrals - Little Gray
Aliens - Continual Update on
the Middle-East Situation - Bush
and the trip to Paris which he
denies - The purpose for the reported alien visit with Bush at
Camp David - The history of
money and why and how it has
to be changed before economic
and social problems can be
solved - The plans for a new

For those who want to know
how they can help save our
Constitution--we now are offering a detailed kit of information
about our government and the
Constitution to help in preserving our freedoms. The kit
is available to individuals or
roups for $8.00
r kit, or for
f 20 POST PA1Lpewith RAPE
OF THE CONSTITUm
book included.

Genrpe & Desiree Green will
soeak June 15i. 1991. l-4 PM at
Midway Motor Inn ’ Dorsett &
I-270 St. Louis MO AdmisC’all Mike Babsion $20.00
cock (314) 343-1849

Sipapu Odysse
And Thev Cal ?ed His Name Immanuel f Am Sananda
Space-Gate
S iral To Economic Disaster
8 rom Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privac In a Fishbowl
Cry o YThe Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Rava e, Pillage and
Plunder of the B hoenix
Rape of The Constitution
I
II .
Vol. XIII
8

You Can Sla The Dragon
The Naked F&oenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
The Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter Communion
Counterfeit Blessings
TM~U~hoenlx Operator-Owner
Operation Shanstorm
End of the Masauerade
Matter Anti-Matter
Let There Be LIGHT
The Phoenix Express Vol’ s I &
II ($15
The P hoenix Express Vol’ s III
& IV ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s V &
VI ($15)
The price is $10 er JOIJJEXCEPT I& G
NAL
---PRESS) 16 % discount on orders
of 4 or more. California residents add 6% sales tax. Add
shi pin , UPS $3.25 and $1.00
eat s1 a!!Iditional or U.S. Mail
$2.50 for first title and $1.00
each additional.
Write for uantity Discount.
Available 9 rom America West
or your Local Distributor.
is $20
13
for
(includm
back issues for current Volume7
or $75
52
$30
13 (1 Vol.)
$110
52
Send orders and Payments to:
America
West
Distributors,
;3?8lBox 986, Tehachapi, CA.
.
r;Fredit

card orders or book
and sam le newsletter
For nercall 17
sonal in uiries or other 1uroses, Jesse call l/805-i22E3
655.
IF YOU ARE UNABLE ~0
AFFORD A SUBSCRIPTION
TO
THE
TRY
SHARING THE COST WITH
A FRIEND(S).
#12

Capitol Switchboard
.......................
The President ............................
The Vice President ........................
White House Comments
Register your opinion on an issue ..........
When Bill signed or vetoed .................
Capitol Guide Service. .....................
Federal Agency Employee Information. ........
Federal Publications .......................
Government Printing Office
Congressional
Information
................
To Order Documents. ......................
Library of Congress-Congressional
Research ...
Democratic National Committee. .............
Republican National Committee. ..............
Majority Leader .........................
Majority Whip ..........................
Minority Leader .........................
Minority Whip ..........................
Secretary of the Senate ..................
Document Room ........................

224-3121
456-l 414
456-7125
456-l 111
456-2226
225-6827
245-6000
783-3238
275-2226
783-3238
707-5700
863-8000
863-8500

S
SROB

224-5556
224-2158
224-3135
224-2708
224-2115
224-7860

CHOB
LHOB

(Running accounts of Floor Proceedings)
Democrat ............................
224-8541
Republican ...........................
224-8601
Cloakroom
(For emergency contact with Senator on the floor)
Democrat ............................
224-4691
Republican.
224-6191
..........................
House
Speaker of the House ....................
Majority Leader .........................
Majority Whip ..........................
Minority Leader .........................
Minority Whip ..........................
Clerk of the House ......................
Document Room ........................
(Running accounts of Floor Proceedings)
Democrat ..............................
Republican
............................
Legislative Schedule
Democrat..............................225-160
Republican
............................
Legislative Information-Bill
Status ............

RHOB

2

225-5604
225-0100
225-3130
225-0600
225-0197
225-7000
225-3456

2257400
225-7430
0
225-2020
225-1772

(For emergency contact with Representative on the floor)
Democrat ..............................
225-7330
Republican
............................
225-7350

.

Capitol-Senate Side (North)
Senate Russell Office Building
Senate Dirksen Office Building
Senate Hart Office Building
Capitol-House Side (South)
Cannon House Office Building
(3 digit numbers)
Longworth House Office Building (4 digit
room numbers begin with “1”)
Rayburn House Office Building (4
room numbers begin with “2”)
(OHOB)
House Office Building
(FHOB) Ford House Office Building

P>Ot.O

Vice Pres. C%J@?,
Adams, Brock (WA) .........................
Akaka, Daniel K (HI). ........................

224.2424
224-2621
224.636 1

Baucus, Max (MT). ...........................
Ben&en, Lloyd
Biden, Joseph R .. Jr. (DE) ...............
Bingaman, Jeff (NM) ........................

224-2651
2245922
2245042
224-5521

Boren, David L

224-4721
224-5641
224-3224
224-4623
2246244
224-4843
224-2551
224-2644
224-3954

Sradley, Bill (NJ). ..............................
Breaux, John 6. (LA). .......................
Bryan, Richard H. (NV). ....................
Bumpers, Dale (AR). ........................
Burdick. Quentin N. (NO) .................
Byrd, Robert C. (WV) .......................

Conrad, Kent (ND). ...........................
Cranston, Alan (CA). ........................

224-2043
224-3553

Daschla, Thomas A. (so). ...............
DeConcini, Dennis (AZ). ..................
Dixon, Alan J. (IL). ............................
Dodd, Christopher J.

224-2321
224-452 1
224-2854
224-2823
1
224-6621

Exon. J. James
Ford. Wendell H.
Fowler, Wyche. Jr.

224-4224
224-4343
224-3643

Glenn. John (OH) .............................
Gore, Albert, Jr.

224-3353
224-4944
1

Graham, Bob (FL)

Harkin, Tom

224.3254

Heflin, Howell (AL) ...........................

224-4 124
224-6324

Holltngs, Ernest F. (SC) ...................

224-6 12 1
224-284 1

Washington area code is 202.
All senators mav be written at:

s212
SH513
SH109
SH528
St-f706
SH703
SR221
SHS24
SR293
SR453
SH506
St-t731
St-t516
SR364
SD229
SH511
SD183
SH311
SD567
SR407
SR326
SH322
SD361
Still2
SH520
SR249
SH317
SH328
SH331
SR444
SH141
SD434
SR154
SH330
SRl73A
SR204
SD505
SH503
SR393
SH730
SD241
SR370
St-t135
SH316
SR135
St-t71 1
SH728
SR277
SD403
SR125
St-t531

Inouye. Daniel K. (HI). ......................

224-3934
224-5141

SH72.2
SD530

Johnston,

J. Gennett (w). ...............

224-5824

SH136

(WI) .............
Kennedy, Edward M.
..............
Kerrey, J. Robert (NE). .....................
Kerry, John F. (MA) ..........................
Kohl, Herbert (WI). ...........................
Lautenberg, Frank A.
Leahy, Palrick J.
Levin. Can (MI). ................................
Lieberman, Joseph I. (CT) ...............

224-5323
224-4543
224-6551
224-2742
224-5653
224-4744
224-4242
224-6221
224-4041

224-2541

SHllO
SR315
SH302
SR421
SH702
St-t717
SR433
SR459
SH502
SR487
SH306
SRlll
SH309
SA120

Nunn, Sam (GA) ...............................

224-2315
224-4654
224-5344
224-4451
224-6665
224-5754
224-3521

SR140
SH320
SR176
SR464
SHfOQ
St-t713
SD303

Pell. Claiborne

224-4642

224-4814
224-2235

Melzenbaum, Howard M. (OH). ......
Mikulski, Barbara A. (MO). ...............
Mitchell, George J. (ME). .................
Moynihan, Dante1 Patnck (NY). .......

(RI). ..........................

Pryor, Cavid H. (AR). ........................
Reid, Harry (NV) ...............................
Riegle. Donald W., Jr. (MI). ..............
Robb, Charles S. (VA) ......................
Rockefeller, John D., IV (WV). .........

224-2353
224-3542
224-4822
224-4024
224.6472
224-2441

Sanlord, Terry
.........................
Sarbanes. Paul S.
Sasser, Jim
Shelby, fiichard C.
...................
Simon. Paul (IL). ...............................

224-3154
224-4524
224-3344
224-5744
224-2152
224-4254
224-6142
2246441

Wirlh. Timothy E. (CO) .....................

The Honorable
Senate Office Building
Washington, DC

224-3841
224-5852

SR259
SR335
SH133
SR267
SH324
SD105
SR493
Y SH724
SH104
f SH716
SD332
SR363
SH313
SD462
SD261
SH303
SH522
SH509
SR217
SR237
SR225
SH720
SR380

DEMOCRATS: 26

MISSISSIPPI-Governor
Ray Mabus (D)
RO. Box 139, Jackson 39205
,.,
6013593100
MISSOURI-Governor John Ashcroft (R)
PO. Box 720, Jefferson City 65102
3147513222
MONTANA-Governor Stan Stevens (R)
State Capitol, Helena 59620
406-444-3111
NEBRASKA-Governor
Ben Nelson (D)
State Capitol, Lincoln 68509
402471-2244
NEVADA-Governor Robert J. Miller (D)
State Capitol, Carson City 89710
7026875670
NEW HAMPSHIRE-Governor Judd Gregg (R)
State House, Concord 03301
603-271-2121
NEW JERSEY-Governor James J. Florio (D)
State House, Trenton 08625
609-292-6000
NEW MEXICO-Governor Bruce King (D)
State Capitol, Santa Fe 87503
505-827-3000
NEW YORK-Governor Mario M. Cuomo (D)
State Capitol, Albany 12224
5184748390
NONTH CAROLINA-Governor James G. Martin (R)
State Capitol, Raleigh 27611
9197334240
NORTH DAKOTA-Governor George Sinner (0)
State Capitol, Bismark 58505
701-224-2200
OHIO-Governor George Voinovich (R)
State House, Columbus 43215
6144661722
OKLAHOMA-Governor
David Walters (R)
State Capitol, Oklahoma City 73105
405521-2342
OREGON-Governor Barbara Roberts (D)
State Capitol, Salem 97310
503-378-3100
PENNSYLVANIA-Governor Robert F! Casey (D)
Main Capitol Building, Harrisburg 17120
717-787-2500
RHODE ISLAND-Bruce
Sundlum (D)
State House, Providence 02903
401-277-2080
SOUTH CAROLINA-Governor
Carroll Campbell (R)
PO. Box 11369,Columbia 29211
803734-9818
SOUTH DAKOTA-Governor George Mikelson (R)
State Capitol, Pierre 57501
6057733212
TENNESSEE-Governor Ned McWherter (D)
State Capitol, Nashville 37243
615741-2001
TEXAS-Governor Ann Richards (D)
Box 12428, Capitol Station Austin 78711
512463-2000
UTAH-Governor Norman Bangerter (R)
State Capitol, Salt Lake City 84114
8Oi-5381000
VERMONT-Governor Richard Snelling (R)
Pavilion Office Building, Montpelier 05602
8028283333
L. Douglas Wi!der (D)
State Capitol, Richmond 23219
804-786-2211
WASHINGTON-Governor Booth Gardner (D)
Legislative Building, Olympia 98504
206-753-6780
WEST
(D)
State Capitol, Charleston 25305
304340-1600
Tommy G. Thompson (R)
State Capitol, Madison 53702
608-266-l 212
WYOMING-Governor Mike Sullivan (D)
State Capitol, Cheyenne 82002
307-m-7434

REPUBLICANS: 22
INDEPENDENTS: 2

More information is available at National Governors Association,
444 North Capitol St., Washington, DC 20001 2026245330
ALABAMA-Governor
Guy Hunt (R)
State House, Montgomery 36130
205-242-7100
ALASKA-Governor
Wally Hickel (I)
PC. Box A, Juneau 99811
9074653500
ARIZONA-Governor Fife Symington (R)
State House, Phoenix 85007
6025424331
ARKANSAS-Governor
Bill Clinton (D)
State Capitol, Little Rock 72201
501-682-2345
CALIFORNIA-Governor Pete Wilson (R)
916445-2841
State Capitol, Sacramento 95814
COLORADO-Governor Roy Romer (D)
3038662471
State Capitol, Denver 80203
CONNECTICUT-Governor Lowell Weicker (I)
State Capitol, Hartford 06106
2035664840
DELAWARE-Governor Michael N. Castle (R)
302-7364101
Legislative Hall, Dover 19901
FLORIDA-Governor Lawton Chiles (D)
9044882272
State Capitol, Tallahassee 32399
GEORGIA-Governor Zell Miller (D)
404-656-l 776
State Capitol, Atlanta 30334
HAWAII-Governor John D. Waihee Ill (D)
8085485420
State Capitol, Honolulu 96813
IDAHO-Governor Cecil D. Andrus (D)
208-334-21IO
State Capitol, Boise 83720
ILLINOIS-Governor Jim Edgar (R)
217-782-6830
State Capitol, Springfield 62706
INDIANA-Governor B. Evan Bayh (D)
317-2324567
206 State House, Indianapolis 46204
IOWA-Governor Terry Branstad (R)
515-281-5211
State Capitol, Des Moines 50319
KANSAS-Governor Joan Finney (D)
9 132963232
State Capitol, Topeka 66612
KENTUCKY-Governor Wallace Wilkinson (D)
502-564-2611
State Capitol, Frankfort 40601
LOUISIANA-Governor Buddy Roemer (R)
State Capitol, RO. Box 94004
Baton Rouge 70804
504-342-7015
MAINE-Governor John I? McKernan, Jr. (R)
207-289-3531
State House, Augusta 04333
MARYLAND-Governor Wm. Donald Shaefer (D)
301-9743901
State House, Annapolis 21401
MASSACHUSETTS-Governor William Weld (R)
617-727-9173
State House, Boston 02133
MICHIGAN-Governor John Engler (R)
State Capitol, Lansing 48913
517-373-3400
MINNESOTA-Governor Arne Carlson (R)
612-296-3391
State Capitol, St. Paul 55155

.

